1935 – 2nd Maccabiah

1935 South African Team

Head of Delegation: Norman Lourie
Manager: Ian Maltz
Press Representative: Sam Sack (Argus Group)

Athletics:
A Hyman; Dr J Hurwitz; H Lotzof; M Smith; P Smith

Boxing:
I Duke; J Hahn; D Katzen; L Wolchuk

Gymnastics:
D Burgin

Swimming:
A Lisus

Tennis:
Trainer: I Mereine - H Behrman; A Davidson; B Lurie

Wrestling:
S Alberts; S Cohen; J Goldin; L Korsen; A Kroll

SA Team Achievements at the 1935 Maccabiah

The SA team of 19 won 10 titles and finished seventh overall out of 26 countries, and was generally acclaimed as having stood out above the others.

Athletics:
100m flat: 1st M Smith (11.20); 3rd H Lotzof
100m hurdles: 1st P Smith (17.00)
400m: 3rd A Hyman
5000m: 1st Dr J Hurwitz (16:09.8)
10 000m: 1st Dr J Hurwitz (33:01)
4 x 110m relay: 1st South Africa (Open and Maccabi)

Boxing:
Flyweight: 1st D Katzen (Open and Maccabi)

Tennis (Men):
1st South Africa

Wrestling (Catch-as-Catch-Can):
Lightweight: 1st L Korsen
Middleweight: 1st J Goldin

Wrestling (Freestyle):
Welterweight: 2nd S Cohen